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Chapter Five 

Conclusion 

 

      Jack Davis, in The First Born trilogy, portrays the disadvantaged position of 

Aborigines in White Australian society, but at the same time, he endeavors to awake 

urban Aborigines to restore their identity and dignity by reconstructing Aboriginal 

memory and presenting Aborigines’ unyielding persistence in survival under the 

empowerment of Aboriginality. Although there is a long time span of fifty years 

among three plays, Aborigines’ social position does not gain much improvement. 

Because of racial discrimination, Aborigines have less working opportunities. Their 

low economic status and high unemployment rate result in other social problems, such 

as the addiction to alcohol and gambling, the high crime rate and high juvenile crime 

rate. The oppressive government policies deprive Aborigines of the ability of 

self-determination, traditional lifestyle and even religion. The forceful conversion 

from traditional Aboriginal religion into Christianity in the 1930s causes Aborigines’ 

alienation from Christianity in the 1980s. Due to forced westernization and 

suppression of Aboriginal culture, Aborigines gradually lose track of their memory of 

their culture. 

      However, Davis strives to preserve Aboriginal memory in his plays. Through 

stories told by the elders, the traditional beliefs and Aboriginal history suppressed by 

mainstream society can be revealed. Traditional Aboriginal dances, a shared cultural 

memory among Aborigines, are able to awake the suppressed Aboriginal self. And 

dream visions, which enact traditional Aboriginal skills and sorcery, bring back the 

cultural significance of traditional Aboriginal life to urban Aborigines.  

In addition to preserving Aboriginal memory, Davis advocates that Aborigines 
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can be empowered by their Aboriginality to fight for the continuation of their culture. 

Traditional Aboriginal religion brings Aborigines the faith in the sustaining power of 

their Aboriginal culture. Moreover, the ethnic features, such as persistence, 

self-assertion and solidarity, are Aborigines’ strategies against the oppression of the 

White. Music, an important part in Aboriginal culture, becomes Aborigines’ outlet to 

express their opinions. In addition to music, the fusion of the Aboriginal language in 

the plays is a reaction against the dominant position of English as well as a means to 

pass on Aboriginal culture. Through the empowerment of Aboriginality, Davis 

believes that Aborigines can restore the dignity and pride of their own culture and 

further reconstruct their identity. 

      In The First Born trilogy, Davis honestly presents the plight of his people, 

including stealing, drinking, and fooling around. His concern is not just to accuse the 

White of transforming a group of contented and naïve people to lifeless and idle 

drunkards, but to awake his people to walk out of the swamp in their disadvantaged 

life and rediscover their honor and dignity as Aborigines. Davis advocates that 

Aborigines must identify with their own culture in the first place so as to gain strength 

from it to let the dominant White hear their voices. Furthermore, Davis’s greatest 

effort is to make Aboriginal issues and culture visible to the world. Ernie Dingo, an 

Aboriginal actor, notes that “Kullark took us out of the city, back to the country. The 

Dreamers took us out of Western Australia, and No Sugar was to take us overseas” 

(77). He suggests that with the popularity of Davis’s plays, more and more people are 

drawn to the plight of Aboriginal life. No Sugar is even able to be performed in the 

World Theatre Festival in Vancouver (Olubas para. 13). The visibility of Davis’s plays 

results in the visibility of Aboriginal culture and the oppression they have suffered. 

Through Davis’s lively artistic presentation, Aboriginality, considered to be 
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counter-cultural from the White perspective, is represented as a unique culture with 

vitality and beauty, and can further become the empowering strength for modern 

Aborigines to show their visibility in Australian society.  

In fact, other than political approaches, literature, especially drama, provides a 

means for minority groups to manifest their existence and culture. Compared with 

other literary genres, the performing style of drama is much closer to native culture so 

that many native writers choose writing plays as their strategy to promote their native 

culture. The direct interaction with the audience, the presentation through dialogues 

and the diversity of performing techniques enable drama to best present the oral 

culture of natives. Just like their Australian counterparts, there are many indigenous 

theatrical groups performing stories of their people.42 These theatrical groups 

shoulder the responsibility of withholding their aboriginal culture in an artistic way 

and presenting their culture to more non-aboriginal audiences. Moreover, these native 

writers often infuse native elements into western genres, such as the symbol of 

magpie in Davis’s plays and the extraordinary presentation of the native 

god—Nanabush in Tomson Highway’s plays. These native elements not only present 

the outstanding features of native people who are ignored and suppressed by 

mainstream society, but also enrich the diversity of literature which has been under 

the domination of the White value. Hence, Aboriginal literature really deserves more 

attention and further research.  

Nevertheless, in comparison with other natives, there are few representative 

                                                
42 For example, “Spiderwoman” is a famous theatrical group of Native Americans; Tomson 

Highway, a celebrated Canadian Native playwright, directs many plays performed by “Native Earth 
Performing Arts,” one of few Native theatrical companies in Canada; Davis himself also participates in 
the performance of his plays and devotes himself to the training of Aboriginal actors. For more 
information about “Spiderwoman Theater,” please see 
http://www.amerinda.org/naar/spiderwoman/spiderwoman.htm. For more information about “Native 
Earth Performing Arts,” please see Cecily M. Barrie’s article in The Canadian Encyclopedia.  
http://www.thecanadianencyclopedia.com/index.cfm?PgNm=TCE&Params=A1ARTA0011636. 
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writers to speak for indigenous people in Taiwan, especially playwrights. Trapped in a 

similar situation as indigenous Australians, indigenous people in Taiwan were forced 

to move to the mountains when the Han people came. And now, their low economic 

status and drinking problems are also the burden of many indigenous people in 

Taiwan. Australian Aborigines have Jack Davis and other Aboriginal writers to write 

down their stories and history, and they successfully draw much attention from wider 

audience to Aboriginal issues. However, indigenous dramatists are still absent in 

Taiwan.43 In fact, for indigenous people in Australia and in Taiwan as well, the 

continuation of indigenous culture against the assimilation of mainstream society is 

one of their most urgent goals. Literature not only provides a means to preserve their 

culture but also becomes a positive force to influence and transform society, making 

more people aware that indigenous people deserve more respect and protection. It is 

hoped that indigenous writers in Taiwan, like Jack Davis, can someday arouse more 

people to pay attention to the plight of indigenous people in Taiwan.     

                                                
43 Although there are some indigenous writers in Taiwan, like Hsia-man Lan-po-an (���� �

�), the blind Paiwan poet, Mo-na-neng (� � 	 ), Wa-li-ssu Yu-kan (
 � � � � ), their visibility is 
not widely noticed. For the English translation of these indigenous writers’ names, I adopt the 
translation used in Taiwan Literature: English Translation Series. For more information about the 
journal and the works of these indigenous writers in Taiwan, please see 
http://www.eastasian.ucsb.edu/projects/fswlc/tlsd/research/Journal03/title03.html 


